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What is Environmental Sustainability?
At their root, climate change and sustainability are issues about
payment for ecosystem services.

Ecosystem services are negatively
priced by the tax and accounting
systems, which were codified at the
height of the Industrial Revolution.

To be sustainable we must merge
the physical economy with the
natural economy.

Systems thinking can resolve many of the perceived contradictions in sustainability by
addressing the underlying behavioral patterns and structures that cause non-sustainable
activities.                   - Emma Stewart, Autodesk

Definition of Sustainability

By mimicking nature’s business
model, organizations can drive
innovation, reduce costs, mitigate
risks and increase market access

• Nature’s business model has no trash 
• 100% resource efficiency = zero waste

- Dr. Gregory Unruh



The Business Case for Sustainability

•Eco-efficiencies
•  Cut costs

•Less energy, less
water, less raw
materials and
other inputs

•Less waste, lower
compliance costs
and risks

•Transparency/
lean management

Eco-
efficiencies

• Market Access &
Preferences

• Risk Management
• Innovation

Grow 
Shareholder 
Value

15-24 mos 24-60 mos 60+ mosROI:

The Business Case

Stakeholder expectations & engagement

Transparency

• Market Access and Preferences
• Risk Management

• Climate risk (suppliers,
operations, markets =
fiduciary responsibility e.g.
new SEC regulation, EPA
reporting, etc.)

• Compliance risk
• Transparency

• Drive innovation
–  New products or technologies
–  New markets
–  Competitive advantage -

“future proofing” the business
–  Transparency

• Grow Shareholder Value
• Stakeholder

Expectations and
Engagement

–Employees
–Investors
–Customers
–Transparency



Drivers for Sustainability

 Changing market preferences

 Market access

 Compliance

 Risk management

 Cost savings

 Innovation

 Stakeholder engagement

The best sustainability programs are characterized by stakeholder
engagement, transparency & expanding (human) networks.

- Adam Werbach

Drivers



Market Access & Preferences

~19% (~$9 billion) of P&G~19% (~$9 billion) of P&G’’s sales are through s sales are through WalMartWalMart.  However complying with.  However complying with
WalMartWalMart’’s s Supplier Disclosure Guidelines cost P&G over $100 million.  Now P&G isSupplier Disclosure Guidelines cost P&G over $100 million.  Now P&G is
asking its own suppliers to provide similar information.asking its own suppliers to provide similar information.

In 2009 became the first major retailer to ask suppliers to provide
organizational Energy, Water, Waste assessments.  At the
product level full Life Cycle Assessments are requested.

Proctor and Gamble began asking its suppliers for
similar information this year (2010).

Since 2007 the CDP has expanded its data
collection to include the supply chain

What will be the fallout be from the Gulf spill in terms of
market access and preferences?

Market Access



ERM +

 Climate risk
 Operations
 Suppliers
 Financial risk
 Political risk

 Sustainability risk
 All aspects of your organization from

reputation to operations

 Market risk (crude futures,
Bloomberg, Dow)
 Reduce commodity risk
 Currency risk

Sustainability	  +	  risk	  management	  =	  opportunity	  +	  value	  crea7on

In the late 1990’s the CEO of WestPac, Australia’s largest and oldest bank, recognized that
the worsening drought and a large portfolio of agricultural sector loans meant that their
risk assessment protocols were insufficient and left the bank vulnerable to signficant
climate risk.  Now with a longer term view, improved risk assessment protocols that
continue to further integrate sustainability into the bank’s practices, and a corporate
policy of transparency, the bank is one of the global leaders in sustainability.

Risk Management



Climate Driven Market Risk
Risk Management

 LOCAL climate variations – not apocalyptic changes
 Wet planting season in Canada combines with
 Worst drought in 130 years in Russia

Wheat rallies over 
90% from its lows

 These gains are leading corn and beans higher in a bid for acres
 Drives higher input prices for livestock, biofuels, and food producers
 Leads to potential higher GLOBAL food prices and local unrest.



Compliance
 SEC climate risk disclosure

 All public companies
beginning in their FY2010 10-
K filings

 Qualitative for now

 EPA GHG reporting
 Reporting required for all sites

emitting >25,000 tonnes per
year

 CWA & CAA
 Becoming policy tools for

climate change adaptation and
mitigation

 Can these instruments be
refined & efficient or will they
remain blunt?

 Climate legislation
 Potential in US
 International

Compliance

A storm damaged LEED Gold
certified office building had to
replace all its windows. Landfilling
those windows meant the potential
loss of LEED certification and
$20,000 in tipping fees.

Through RecycleMatch, the
company found a “buyer” willing
to pick up the windows from the
site and recycle the glass as raw
material for their process. This
saved $20,000 and the coveted
LEED certification.

- Brooke Farrell, CEO & Co-
founder of RecycleMatch, June 2010



Innovation

 Calera: cement and coral

 ReGen Energy and swarm theory for DSM

 Mini-drones and optical flow measurement

 Room temperature ceramics with enhanced strength

 Flexible, breathable material strong as steel made at
room temperature from aqueous solution

What would nature do to solve this problem?

Innovation

GE’s now selling more wind turbines than gas turbines.  After investing $5
billion in R&D in the first five years since the creation of the Ecomagination
initiative, GE has generated $70 billion in revenues.



Cost $aving$

 Reduce inputs

 Improve process
efficiencies

 Reduce compliance
issues

  Zero trash = zero loss
  all waste is input for

someone else
  Think about waste as a

product, not a by-
product

South Texas’ Domino’s:
• > 140 stores
• Installed HVAC controllers on
48 stores, taking just minutes each
• saving  21% or ~$157,000 per
year
• Payback is less than 1 year
• GHG reductions: 1.21
million pounds CO2, 2,580 pounds
SO2, 1,892 pounds NOx.
h"p://www.zerowastenetwork.org/success/story.cf
m?StoryID=1024&RegionalCenter

Cost reduction



Stakeholder Engagement

 Radical transparency is a dialogue, not one way street

 Essential to communicate in a positive manner where you are and
what problems you’re having

 Even if you’re achieving 80% of your goals, most external
stakeholders think you’re achieving 20%.  Need to demonstrate that
you’re striving, not just communicate that you’re trying. Focus on
 what’s knowable,
 where are opportunities and hotspots, and
 What do consumers care about.

Consumers will join movements they care about

BEST BUY - employee engagement means an improved bottom
line.  Transparency empowers the employee and that has proven
to raise sales.

Stakeholder Engagement



What Can You Do Today?

 HOW TO IMPLEMENT SUSTAINABILITY IN
YOUR ORGANIZATION

 WHAT IS YOUR DRIVER?
 RISK?
 QUALITY?
 COST?
 MARKET ACCESS?
 INVESTORS?
 OTHER STAKEHOLDERS?

What You Can Do…



5 Key Steps - Getting Started
 Assess where your organization stands now

 Calculate your footprint (CFP/WFP/EcoFP)
 Evaluate your strategy
 Consider what the primary organizational driver is

 Determine where the stakeholders want and/or need the
organization to be
 What’s the purpose and intent of this effort?
 What’s the driver (e.g market access, risk mitigation)?

 Envision what it will be like once the organization moves to where it
needs to be
 Vision, goals and metrics
 What needs to be transparent for everyone’s benefit?

 Map the Journey
 What are you going to do to get from the world of today to the world of

tomorrow?

 Create the timeline/Implementation Plan
 When and how do we do it?

5 Key Steps



Emergent Ventures (EVI)
 An integrated climate change company

Sustainability	  and	  Climate	  Change
MiIgaIon	  Advisory

Our	  Service	  Offerings

Carbon	  Advisory

Carbon	  Finance	  &	  Technology
SoluIons

Clean	  Energy	  GeneraIon

About EVI



About EVI
Our Work @ Sustainability Advisory
 Integrated advisory services for sustainability related issues to private and

public sector clients

End	  to	  End	  solu3ons Our	  Experience

Experience in a wide range
of advisory work.  These

include green procurement,
sustainability strategy,

footprint & Life Cycle
Assessment, policy

forecasting and assessment,
sustainability assessments,
sustainability reporting and

assurance, low carbon
growth roadmap, among

others.

Strategic	  &	  Risk	  Management	  Advisory

Measurement	  &	  ReporIng

Policy	  &	  Research

Our	  Competencies

Our global experience
and technical expertise

in market and policy
strategy, clean

technology,
environmental

markets, and project
finance makes us the
preferred partner for
organizations looking

for sustainability
solutions

We not only help
clients assess

sustainability and
climate change

issues, but also help
them reap the

benefits through
implementation. EVI

is your strategic
partner for end-to-

end services
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Other	  Environmental	  SoluIons*
* ODS advisory, Energy Efficiency, Renewable energy advisory
and, Aviation sector EU-ETS advisory,  Transportation



FCStone Environmental

 Strategic Consulting

 Sustainability Consulting

 Integrated Risk Management Program

 Commodity Brokerage

 Environmental Projects

 Lifecycle Analysis/Carbon Footprint



THANK YOU!

EVI
Thomas Rosenberg
VP Advisory Services
71 Stevenson St.
Suite 422
San Francisco, CA 94105
T: 415 655 6617
thomas.rosenberg@emergent-

ventures.com

www.emergent-ventures.com
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Greg Clark
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2829 Westown Parkway
Suite 100
West Des Moines, IA 50266
T: 515 223 3747
gregc@fcstone.com
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